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This Letter presents an investigation of radio frequency identification tags integrated with sticking plasters. Conductive ink is
used in the fabrication to provide good compatibility with the plaster in terms of flexibility. The tag is proposed for use as a
wireless platform for long-term patient monitoring in hospital environments. A motion capture system is used to test the
directions in which the tag can be read to inform a diversity study establishing the number of tags required on-body to ensure
reliable reading for applications such as medical monitoring. Tag diversity performance with various body movements is
also studied. It is established that four tags give all round body coverage with only 4% loss in coverage for vertically
polarised tags should one of them fail.
1. Introduction: Radio frequency identification (RFID) has found use in areas such as access control systems, point of sale,
automatic toll collection, animal tracking, vehicle tracking and immobilisation and also in the retail supply chain [1]. For
medical applications, RFID technology can be used for patient tracking and safeguarding [2] as well as for equipment
inventory management. RFID tags have also been used for physiological monitoring [3].
The use of wireless monitoring in a hospital environment aims to improve the efficiency of patient care. Advances have seen
the use of RFID technology as a standalone system or in combination with other wireless technologies [4]. Proposed batteryless wireless health sensors [5] will transmit patient vital data and therefore the risks associated with signal outage are high
making it important to keep skin mounted RFID tag read failure to a minimum.
Human tracking and monitoring can be achieved with RFID chips embedded in the skin [6], however, this is very short read
range and is inappropriate for non-permanent applications. Alternatively, RFID wristbands [7] are widely used, but must go
on the wrist or ankle and offer only a loose contact to the skin which compromises their use for monitoring. For instance, it
may not be optimal for physiological measurements such as heartbeat and pulse which require close skin contact [8]. The use
of RFID for medical sensing has also been reported in works such as [9] where an adhesive sensor badge is reported for
sensing biomarkers in sweat and in [10] for monitoring surface temperature.
Diversity is a technique used in communication systems where alternative transmission mechanisms are introduced to reduce
the chance of losing communication (signal outage). In RFID, the chances of successfully reading a tagged object or person
are increased if more than one tag is used. This is referred to as tag diversity. In [11], a plaster operating over a few
centimetres at the near field communication (NFC) frequency of 13.56 MHz was presented and in [12] the most efficient tag
placement for two worn ultra high frequency (UHF) tags communicating with an external reader was studied using 3 mm
thick textile slotted patch antennas. The study indicated that more than two tags of the slotted patch design were required to
provide coverage all around the body. Other works such as [13] have sought to improve the performance of on-body RFID
tags by using dual tag antenna diversity to reduce the probability of phase cancellation between the RFID reader continuous
carrier wave and the backscattered signal from the tag. Diversity is already often implemented at the reader end and in [14] a
non-RFID body mounted wireless system utilises multiple antennas at the off-body base station. While this results in an
improvement in outage, it will also lead to an increase in infrastructure cost due to the relatively expensive readers. Also,
two antennas were used to implement selective combining diversity in [15] for on-body communication that was not RFID.
The work presented in this Letter assesses the performance of up to four 1.5 mm thick UHF tags that can be interrogated by
a reader while avoiding read outage. The tag is integrated into a sticking plaster to ensure comfort and enable reading over
extended periods. A multiple tag diversity study is carried out to establish tag configurations that result in uninterrupted read
access. Such link reliability would be important for future tags performing a sensing function on the skin where there is a
need to stream information. The implementation of the multiple tag system introduced in this Letter presents a low-cost
alternative for using additional readers or complex signal processing algorithms which have been presented in previous
work.
2. Sticking plaster RFID tag design: AHiggs-3 Electronic Product Code Class 1 Gen 2 RFID integrated circuit (IC) [16] with
an impedance of 31−j216 Ω was matched to the tag antenna shown in Fig. 1. The sticking plaster integrated tag was derived
from one created for mounting directly on the skin as a tattoo [17]. The antenna is a half wave dipole matched to the RFID
transponder chip via a slot transformer. To ensure resilience to any detuning effect of the body, the tag was simulated using

CST Microwave Studio® on a two layered block model of human tissue consisting of skin/fat and muscle using electrical
parameters obtained from [18]. Tag efficiency is severely degraded on human tissue meaning the simulation was essential to
ensure the tag was optimally matched to the transponder chip and achieve maximum read range. The highly porous sticking
plaster substrate was represented by a 1.5 mm layer of empty space. The final tag had the dimensions given in Fig. 1 and
operated at 867 MHz with a fractional bandwidth of 11%. This was sufficient to cover the European (867–868 MHz), USA
(902–928 MHz) and Korean (905.5–914 MHz) UHF RFID bands.

The high permittivity of tissue means that tag radiation patterns are strongly affected by the body surface shape. Therefore,
the tag was simulated on a torso created by three-dimensional (3D) scanning of the test subject. The co-polar elevation and
azimuthal pattern cuts are shown in Figs. 2a and b, respectively, for the modelled torso in Fig. 2c. In free space, the tag has a
dipole-like omni-directional radiation pattern, but when mounted on-body the pattern is directed forwards. A gain of −12 dBi
was simulated due to compromised radiation efficiency caused by the thin tag as the antenna is separated from the skin by
only 1.5 mm. This corresponds to a read range of about 2 m for a moderate sensitivity chip (turn-on power = −15 dBm)
which is adequate for operation within a small room, or from bedside equipment.

3. Inkjet printed on-body RFID tag: To be mechanically compatible with sticking plaster, the metalised tag antenna was
fabricated with conductive ink using inkjet printing onto paper [19] to reduce skin irritation caused by extended wear. A
Dimatix DMP-2800 inkjet printer [20] and silver nanoparticle ink by Sun Chemicals [21] were used. In order to achieve

good definition and high electrical conductivity, the antennas were formed of two ink layers, with the second deposited after
the initial layer had dried at room temperature. An ink dot spacing of 25 μm was used. Finally, a Higgs-3 RFID application
specific integrated circuit (ASIC) was attached to the tag with conductive glue and reinforced with an adhesive tape. The
assembled tag is shown in Fig. 3.

4. On- and off-body tag measurements: Read range and performance measurements were first obtained using a Voyantic
Tagformance® lite RFID measurement kit. The read range was first measured in free space, then on the chest, arm and torso.
Fig. 4 shows that mounting the plaster on human tissue reduced the read range from about 3.75 to 2 m at 867 MHz, though
when mounted on-skin the tag performance was relatively independent of frequency.

Placing the tag on the abdomen or chest gave ranges of 2 m, while mounting on the arm gave slightly lower values. The
dependence of read range on body mounting location is attributed to the different composition of the cavity filled chest in
comparison to the forearm which comprises denser muscle and bone. As the tag range was almost 2 m, it was considered
adequate for use in person monitoring applications inside buildings.
Tags used in future medical applications to stream critical signals will require diversity to reduce the risk of read outage.
Therefore, a study was carried out using motion capture to establish the angles where no read occurred for a person wearing
a number of tags. This was done for groups of two, three and four tags mounted on different body locations with the wearer
turning on the spot.
5. Two-tag diversity: Two tags were each mounted on three volunteers (Fig. 5). The same human wearers were used for all
measurements and the results were averaged over six consecutive identical measurements. A Vicon motion capture system
[22] consisting of eight cameras was used to locate the tags and the circularly polarised reader antenna positions [23]. The
coordinates of the markers were used to compute the relative angles between the tags and the read antenna. Measurements
were taken in the same position of the 12 m × 11 m × 2.3 m height room. No absorbing material was used in order to
represent an ordinary indoor environment.
It can be seen that in all two-tag cases (Figs. 5a–e), the body blockage and mounting effects have caused regions where
neither tag read (grey sectors).

Figs. 5a and b show the tags placed on the chest and back for horizontal and vertical tag orientations, respectively, where
orientation refers to the tag longer side. There is better coverage for the horizontal tags with a total read coverage area of
337° (94% of area) compared with 270° (75%) for the vertically oriented tags. When on the arms, the vertically oriented
tags in Figs. 5c–e had wider coverage than the horizontal with 98 and 60% of the total area covered, respectively. In the
vertical case, there was a region where the two tags read simultaneously as a result of the vertical tags experiencing lower
body blockage. In a bid to increase the read coverage further, the vertical tags were placed asymmetrically on the arms (Fig
5e). However, this reduced the total read sector to 91% with an increase in the no-read region and a decrease in the
overlapping sector.
In [12], it was noted that for 3 mm thick textile RFID body mounted tags, vertical polarisation offered better performance on
the chest while horizontal tags were preferred on the arms. This is contrary to the data presented here, but is caused by
difference in the antenna designs which had different polarisations.
It can be seen that in all the two-tag diversity cases, body blockage and mounting effects have caused regions where neither
tag read (grey sectors). The best coverage was achieved for the two tags placed vertically on the arms with a total non-read
width of just 6°. When the tags were placed horizontally, the non-read sector increased to 147°, the largest for any of the
two-tag setups.
Additionally, Table 1 indicates a reduction in the coverage area should one of the two tags fail. With at most 48% outage,
this failure has the least effect on the vertically placed tags on the arms compared to other 2 tag diversity system.
As no combination of two tags offered complete round body coverage, three- and four-tag diversity was considered with the
objective that for critical health applications a higher degree of diversity would be required.
6. Three-tag diversity: The tag locations for three-tag diversity were identified empirically to establish the configuration with
the largest possible sectors of simultaneous reading. The presented results are an average of six consecutive measurements.

For three horizontal tags (Fig. 6a), 90% coverage was obtained with regions of simultaneous multiple reads accounting for
19% of this coverage. There is a 36° region of outage between tag 3 on the chest and tag 1 on the rear of the right arm. This
represents 10% of the total area. The wide overlap region between tag 1 and 2 is expected since they are both rear facing.
For three vertical tags (Fig. 6b), the coverage gap between tag 1 and 3 was completely eliminated becoming a region of 2°
overlap. This is a significant improvement on the horizontally oriented tags.

Additionally, the regions of simultaneous tag reads increased to a total of 83° which represents 23% of the total area and is
an increase on the 62° overlap region obtained with the horizontal tags. The increased region of overlap indicates that wider
coverage will be maintained by the vertically polarised tags should one fail or be blocked, for instance on a recumbent
wearer.
The above results again indicate that vertically oriented tags provide better coverage than horizontal. However, the overlap
of only 2° between tags 1 and 3 means that the diversity is not robust. To assess the three-tag diversity robustness against
single tag failure, the effect of removing each tag individually on the total outage region is summarised in Table 2, where the
outage regions for the horizontally placed tags include the original region of no coverage between tags 3 and 1. The effect of
a single failed or blocked tag is less detrimental in the case of vertically oriented tags and is a result of the wider read sectors
in this orientation which increases the overlapping read sectors. As there was still significant outage when a single tag was
obscured, a four-tag diversity system was studied.
7. Four-tag diversity: For four horizontal tags (Fig. 7a), omni-directional reading occurred and the combined width of the
simultaneous multi-tag read sectors was 190° (53%) of the read area. With the tags placed vertically (Fig. 7b), the
overlapping regions where at least two tags read represented 73% (263°) of the total possible coverage. In addition to the
better simultaneous tag read coverage afforded by the use of vertically oriented tags, it can be seen that this orientation
provides a region of 26° where tag 2, tag 3 and tag 4 read at the same time. This provides very good robustness against
blockage or failure. This is again consistent with the vertically oriented tags providing better on-body performance than
horizontally oriented tags.

The effect of the failure of any one of the tags on the overall coverage of the four-tag diversity system is summarised in
Table 3. The results show very low percentage outage for the horizontal tags on the arms and is due to the wide read sector
of the horizontal tags on the chest and back. The same explanation holds for the low outage percentage for tags 1 and 2 for
the vertically oriented tags with tags 3 and 4 which have wide read sectors making up for the loss of any one of the tags. This
indicates that a four-tag system is highly robust. Table 4 gives the percentage read sector widths for the two-, three- and
four-tag diversity studies. Comparison shows some variation between the different tag diversities for both polarisations.

This can be attributed to the differences in body motion of the individuals for the various measurements as well as possible
minor variations in tag placement on each individual.

We conclude that vertically mounted sticking plaster tags have better performance than horizontal in terms of combined read
sector widths, though horizontal tags can also offer reliable omni-directional reading for four-tag diversity. All
measurements presented here refer to a single reader, and the use of multiple readers will improve read reliability and range
at an increased infrastructure cost [12].
In Table 5, an overall performance rating of the two-, three- and four-tag diversities is given.

8. Tag diversity performance with body movement: As a patient may be mobile while being monitored, the performance of
multiple tags on the body during movement was studied. Two, three and four tags as defined in Sections 5–7 were placed on
the body and the volunteers were asked to make crouching, bending and twisting motions. These motions were repeated for a
fixed time and the number of tag reads was recorded for the reader which interrogates the tags about 35 times per second. A
tag placed on the body while standing still for the same duration was used to obtain the maximum possible tag read count.
Still photographs taken during the various continuous motions studied are shown in Figs. 8a–c.
A summary of the read availability is shown in Fig. 9 where again vertically orientated tags performed better than horizontal
although the difference is marginal in some cases. Tags placed on the back had low read percentages due to body blocking as
the user was facing forward, while tags on the chest also experienced some blocking during crouching and bending because
of the position of the head during these motions. The tags on the three volunteers experienced varying degrees of blocking
leading to outage because of the differences in their motion patterns as well as body shape.
9. Electromagnetic field safety: UHF RFID systems are licensed by regional regulation. A user 30 cm away from a reader
antenna compliant with the EU permitted effective radiated power is exposed to a field strength below the allowed limit of
27.5 V/m. Therefore, correct installation of the reader antennas will ensure the system operates within the required safety
limits.
10. Conclusion: Diversity studies of an inkjet printed sticking plaster RFID tag were carried out using motion capture
equipment to ascertain which mounting positions offer reliable read coverage using four tags or fewer. Horizontally mounted
tags on the chest and back provided better overall coverage than vertical tags which had narrower read sectors on the back.
With wider read sectors, two vertical tags mounted symmetrically on the arms provided significantly better performance than
the horizontally mounted tags. Three- and four-tag diversity offered improvement in read sector coverage. In the case of
four-tag diversity, with tags on the arms and the chest and back, at least two tags read simultaneously in all overlap regions.
The vertically oriented tags had overlap regions representing 73% of the coverage area compared with 53% for horizontally
polarised tags. Four vertically oriented tags had a 26° region where three tags read simultaneously. In this situation, reading
should remain reliable even for recumbent patients on their backs or sides. Different body motions were also tested with read
percentages again indicating marginally better overall performance for vertical tags. The studies inform the use of future
passive skin mounted sensing and smart medical dressing applications in critical situations where signal outage must be
minimised.
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